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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 29 Feb 2012 2pm
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: RED HOT SEXY 34FF CHARLOTTE
Website: http://www.escort-charlotte.com
Phone: 07948579850

The Premises:

Charlotte is located in a very nice new development and her flat is modern and very comfortable. I
immediately felt very safe and ease rendered both by the venue and Charlottes warm and gracious
welcome.

The Lady:

Charlotte is stunning and gorgeous - she is a 36FF and such an asset is positively distracting on
meeting her. She was dressed in a figure hugging black dress accompanied by black lingerie,
suspenders and black heels. Perfect! The other striking thing about her is she is really smart and
intelligent. She is a post grad and well read and informed about many things: literature, current
events, etc. Beauty and Brains mmmmmm!!! 

The Story:

I had a great time! Charlotte is great fun and easy going and things just when at their own pace. It
never seems right going into to much detail about the specifics of that good time. Suffice to say that
I was very happy and content by the end.
Charlotte clearly enjoys what she does and I think it is fair to say gives and receives with equal
relish. I realize this doesn't fit into the bracket of 'hot and steamy' but for me what was a turn on is
that she is such great fun, easy going, and we had lots of laughs along the way - I like this element
a lot and find I gel and connect when this is part of an encounter. I am twice Charlotte's age, I am
no Don Juan and have nowhere near the stamina or staying power I had when I was younger, but
she made me feel great, was very kind and affirming. I couldnt have asked for more!!
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